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About This Game

It’s link-matching madness with Chainz 2: Relinked. Rotate the colored links to make matches of three or more in Classic
Mode. Pit your link-matching skills against the clock in Arcade Mode. Ponder every precious move in Strategy Mode. Twist
your brain and clear all the links in Puzzle Mode. Add in awesome sound effects, a zippy new music score, and sensationally

updated visuals, and Chainz 2: Relinked is sure to keep you chained to your seat!

4 Awesome Gameplay Modes
200 Challenging Levels
Exciting New Power-Ups
Individualized Personal Profiles
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Bought this for 2 friends and me. On my high end system it does not start single player somehow when i click.
=(. BEST GAME EVER 5000+ PEOPLE ON MULTIPLAYER EVERYDAY (MOST ARE CHINESE). 1-9 more bug. Jesus
Christ, I'm glad I only paid a dollar for it.

(SPOILERS)

Seems rushed and there were no animations at all, the devs didn't even bother to show the main monsters.

This game wasn't scary, it was frustrating. Don't bother buying it. 10/10 bEAST GAME YET KEEP IT UP. To start off with, I
couldn't find a fault with the translation aspect of the game. Everthing is far better than a machine translation to be sure
although you can't escape the stereotypical lines as "my hips move on their own" which is a line I hoped would just be abolished
entirely.

On the actual game, it's a nukige RPG maker title. What I mean by that is that it doesn't try to make the gameplay or story
engaging and is merely focused on giving you a servicable story and gameplay exprience while focusing on the H-aspect of it all.
The game is aware of this fact as it gives you an easy way to level right away which I recommend doing as there is no fun to be
had battling. Grinding isn't enjoyable as the exp you get from monsters is far too low to level up at a satisfying rate. Getting very
high levels isn't even required as the game throws so much healing items at you, one can easily cheese their way trough
"difficult" battles. It all serves as some flavor to build around the H-scenes.

Which is fine as the game doesn't try to be anything different, what you see is what you get evident from nearly all monsters
looking like grey blobs before the battle without any orginal sprite provided for em which tells you enough how much focus has
been spent on monster battles.

What the game does do good is the scenes themself as the artwork is very pleasant to look. It might not be as good as Melty's
quest but it nice to people who are into corruption themed scenarios. What could have been done better is the integration with
the story as the scenes themself are disconnected from it as there is no change in the story depending on the amount of depravity
one possesses which seems like a missed opportunity to me.

For the price, its an enjoyable title for those that come for the H-aspect of it and are not relying on an engaging story or more
than bare-bone battle mechanics.. tasty fights, nice graphics, next to no players in multy though.
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Fantastic gameplay and wonderful experience. The story is great and completely immerses you in the gameplay.. I really like
this game!
Hoping to see more of DinerBros!
I agree with many of the reviews. It would be nice to have more recipes and a longer campain.
A trashcan would be great also.

Edit: Love Diner Bros!!! 5stars :D. I enjoyed this game :). broken multiplayer. you can connect to lobbies but the other person
doesn't see that you joined and you can't select anything. dev blames that you aren't on the latest version, even though the only
version is 0.0.1. got this game from a friend to play it with him. do not buy until the game is fixed. I was Skeptical at first as an
epic fortnite gamer like me should be but i gotta say this game was amazing; All of the best moments come from the first level. I
wont spoil much beyond the start but you wake up in a darkly lit room with your famliy and friends missing and infront of you
lay 9 cards with troll faces on them and your captors strike a deal that if you can do 100 rounds of their matching game in an
hour they will let you and your famliy free. The story arc of your faceless protagonist is very compeling and feels like nothing
else on steam can match the quality of this game.

853\/1000. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVBK7GbZraU
My full review and opinion of this game:
I really like the art style of this game. As a clicker, it's actually pretty fun and entertaining.
The sound track is pretty good.
The pop culture references are awesome.
I got to play as a jacksepticeye rooster.
However, the price for this game is not particularly fitting. It's fun, but I can't honestly recommend paying $7 for it unless you
REALLY like clicker games.
Final rating would be around a 7/10, if i'm ignoring the price.. You may look this like one of the "easy and cheap" game, but
turns out it was a really good and fun game!

Chicken army FTW!. This game is super weird and fun! The hand drawn art style is super cool and the story of the game is very
charming and funny.

You can see me play through the game here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWF4bLR04AA. So much fun so glad this is on steam played on other sites but this is the
best.
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